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Learn the Inspiring Story of the Basketball Legend Wilt Chamberlain! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device!
In Wilt Chamberlain: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Players, you'll learn the incredible story of one of
basketball's greatest centers, Wilt Chamberlain. In the entire history of the league, only one player has ever scored 100 points, and
that player is Wilt Chamberlain. Throughout the 1960s, Chamberlain dominated the league. He averaged more than thirty points in
multiple seasons, and even had breakout seasons where he would average 44.8 and 50.4 points respectively. He truly was one of
the most prolific scorers of his generation. If you've ever wanted to learn more about Wilt Chamberlain's storied basketball career,
pick up this book today. Start learning his inspiring story today. Here's a preview of what you'll read about: Childhood and Early
Life High School Career College Career at Kansas Harlem Globetrotters Career Wilt Chamberlain's NBA Career Territorial Pick,
Rookie Season, the Rookie MVP, and Continued Dominance The Historic Scoring Season, the 100-Point Game, The Move to San
Francisco, Missing the Playoffs, Teaming With Nate Thurmond, First Finals Appearance Final Run With the Warriors, the Trade to
Philadelphia, Second MVP, Another Celtics Loss, Third MVP, First NBA Championship Final Season in Philadelphia, Leading the
League in Assists, The Move to LA, The Injury Season, More Finals Woes Losing to Kareem, Second NBA Title, Final Season and
Retirement Wilt Chamberlain's Personal Life Chamberlain's Impact on Basketball and Legacy An excerpt from the book: Wherever
you go, and no matter what culture is concerned, legends, mythologies, and folk tales always say that giants once walked the face
of the earth. These giants, as the stories would say, struck terror into the hearts of ordinary folks and were often critical pieces in
the establishment of civilizations and numerous cultures and traditions. While giants are most often confined to the realm of
legends and stories, the same cannot be said about the NBA. The NBA has seen its share of giants throughout its long history.
These giants have paved the way for the improvement and evolution of the game of basketball. Giants such as Shaquille O'Neal,
David Robinson, and Yao Ming are among the most prominent big men the league has ever seen, but they might not have made it
into the league if it were not for arguably the NBA's most legendary gigantic figure. That man was Wilt Chamberlain. Wilt
Chamberlain was a giant among men, if there was a term to describe him. Back in the day when the average height of the NBA
was merely about 6'5" during the 1960's and when centers were barely 6'10" and power forwards were 6'6", Chamberlain was a
towering figure and had earned the nickname "Wilt the Stilt" because of such. But height was not Wilt Chamberlain's best feature.
Tags: wilt chamberlain bio, wilt chamberlain basketball, golden state warriors basketball, philadelphia 76ers basketball, la lakers
basketball, kareem abdul-jabbar, kobe bryant, bill russell, kevin durant, magic johnson, jerry west, julius erving, larry bird
Learn the Incredible Story of 90s Basketball Superstar Patrick Ewing!Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle
device!In Patrick Ewing: The Remarkable Story of One of 90s Basketball's Greatest Centers, you'll read about the inspirational
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story of basketball's premier center, Patrick Ewing. Patrick Ewing defined New York Knick basketball from the 1980s through the
1990s. In an age filled with greats like Michael Jordan, Karl Malone, Patrick Ewing, Reggie Miller and John Stockton, Ewing played
in one of the most exciting eras of modern basketball. The New York Knicks had quite a few deep playoff runs during Patrick
Ewing's time with them.A hall of famer, Patrick Ewing drew fear from opposing teams when it came to scoring in the paint. The
New York Knick defense was grounded behind Ewing's efforts every night in Madison Square Garden.Here is a preview of what is
inside this book: Early Life and Childhood College Years at Georgetown Ewing's NBA Career Patrick Ewing's Personal Life Impact
on Basketball and Beyond Patrick Ewing's Legacy An excerpt from the book: Sweat.If there is anything that defines Patrick Ewing,
it is sweat. Throughout his 17 years in the NBA, Ewing was famous for the gallons of sweat that dripped off of him every single
game. No one in the history of the NBA sweated as much as Patrick Ewing.When you look back at Ewing's career, he suffers from
the fact that there seems to be no way to define him like there is for the other great centers in NBA history. Shaquille O'Neal was a
physical monster, Kareem had his skyhook, Hakeem the Dream Shake, and Wilt Chamberlain his ludicrous numbers. Ewing may
not have been quite as talented as those centers, but his sweat shows that he worked his hardest to make the conversation as
one of the All-Time NBA greats. Ewing was projected to be a defensive talent when the New York Knicks selected him in 1985
with the first overall pick. While he became an excellent defender, he also developed a reliable postgame and helped lead the
Knicks to many playoff series wins.Ewing have never won a championship and he may have failed to defeat Michael Jordan's
Bulls and Hakeem Olajuwon's Rockets; however, he never had as much as help as those two players. Despite his shortcomings in
championships, Ewing remained a loyal Knick to the very end. While he may not have finished his career with the Knicks, he is still
the greatest New York player in NBA history.Tags: patrick ewing, new york knicks, madison square garden, hakeem olajuwon,
charles barkley, scottie pippen, david robinson, karl malone, larry bird, muggsy bogues, alonzo mourning, john starks
Learn the Inspiring Story of the Detroit Pistons' Star Center Andre Drummond! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or
Kindle device! In Andre Drummond: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Dominant Centers, you will learn the inspirational
story of one of basketball's premier emerging centers, Andre Drummond. Andre Drummond has played a pivotal role in the
reemergence of the Detroit Pistons as a threat in the Eastern Conference under the direction of Stan Van Gundy. While still a
young center in the league, Andre Drummond has already established himself as a dominant big man in the paint, who often
commands the attention of double teams and opposing defenses to prevent him from scoring easy buckets. In this unauthorized
biography, you'll learn Drummond's inspirational story into the league. Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Childhood and
Early Life High School Career College Career NBA Career: Getting Drafted, Rookie Season Andre Drummond, the Double-Double
Machine, All-Star Season Playoff Debut, Continued Growth Andre Drummond's Personal Life Drummond's Impact and Legacy An
excerpt from the book: The traditional center has become a lost position in today's era of the NBA. In the past, centers such as Wilt
Chamberlain, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Moses Malone, David Robinson, and Shaquille O'Neal, among others, have lorded the paint
to score inside points, rebound misses, and block shots. Championship teams almost always needed those type of centers to win
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titles. But in today's game, the center has become a thing of the past. While rebounding the ball and defending the paint are still
within their job descriptions, centers have evolved into frontcourt players that specialize in stretching the floor, hitting outside shots,
and even defending guards on switches. You would rarely see centers looming inside the paint waiting for passes at the post or
drop passes whenever guards drove into the key. The faster pace and reliance on the three-pointer of today's era have rendered
the traditional center an endangered species. Nevertheless, a few players in today's game still play like the giants of old. They still
take advantage of their size and strength at the post and inside the paint. They still rebound buckets at a dozen or more. And they
still loom inside the key to block shots or intimidate smaller opponents. One such player goes by the name of Andre Drummond. At
6'11" and sporting an enormous muscular frame, Andre Drummond is the prototypical traditional center. He has both the height
and strength to punish smaller defenders in the paint as well as the athleticism and explosiveness to finish strong at the basket. In
line with his physical attributes, he reminds the world of how great of a rebounder Moses Malone was back in the day. Drummond
uses his massive frame to get inside position and box opposing players out to get rebounds in bunches. Ever since he became a
starter in the league, Andre Drummond never averaged below 13 rebounds a game and has been a double-double machine for as
long as he has been in the league. Tags: Andre Drummond Bio, Andre Drummond basketball, Detroit Pistons basketball, Reggie
Jackson, Stan Van Gundy, Anthony Davis, DeAndre Jordan, DeMarcus Cousins, Marcus Morris, Tobias Harris, Hassan Whiteside
Learn the Inspiring Story of the New York Knicks All-Star Power Forward, Julius Randle! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone,
tablet or Kindle device! One of many riveting reads in the Basketball Biography Books series by Clayton Geoffreys. In Julius
Randle: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's All-Star Forwards, you'll learn the motivational story of one of basketball's young
All-Star Power Forwards, Julius Randle. Since being drafted by the Los Angeles Lakers in the 2014 NBA Draft, Julius Randle has
had quite the journey in order to become the All-Star that he is today. His consistent hard work over time paid dividends, as he
was given the NBA's Most Improved Player Award in just his second season with the Knicks and named a reserve for the 2021
NBA All-Star Game. Randle has many good years of basketball left, so it'll be exciting to see what he achieves next. Get this
basketball book on Julius Randle today if you're looking for an inspiring basketball biography book to read, or a gift for a basketball
fan! It's perfect for reading at home or on the go. Here is a preview of what is inside this Julius Randle book: Chapter 1: Childhood
and Early Life Chapter 2: High School Career Chapter 3: College Career Chapter 4: NBA Career - Getting Drafted, Injured Rookie
Year, The Return, Final Season in LA, The Short Stop at Nola, Moving to the Big Apple, and Becoming an All-Star Chapter 5:
Personal Life Chapter 6: Impact on Basketball Chapter 7: Legacy and Future An excerpt from this biography book on Julius
Randle's story: In the NBA, or even in the game of basketball as a whole, there are players who are born to be stars the moment
they first get to touch a ball. When they get to the NBA, they are already poised to become some of the best players in the entire
league because of how seemingly talented and ready they are for the next level. This is something that is quite a rarity in the
league, as only generational talents have this attribute. When you think about such players, names such as Wilt Chamberlain,
Magic Johnson, Larry Bird, Michael Jordan, and LeBron James come to mind. Those few generational talents came to the NBA
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and instantly became megastars. In a league that is never shy of talent, such players are rare, as only those who are born with the
gift and the potential to become big-name players get to rise to such heights. Of course, these are the type of players that will
excel in whatever situation and team you put them in. But we are not here to talk about such names. Too much has been said
about the greatest players the league has ever seen. Instead, we are here to talk about the players who may have been
immensely talented but still needed to be in the right place at the right time to truly shine and become the best versions of
themselves. These are the guys who may have had the potential to become stars but were not in the best situation at the start of
their careers. One such name that we can think of in the NBA right now is the versatile power forward named Julius Randle. Did
you enjoy this excerpt? If so, be sure to pick up a copy of this basketball biography book on Julius Randle today! This is just one of
many basketball biographies by Clayton Geoffreys. Also, be sure to check out Clayton's biography on Derrick Rose and Rudy
Gobert after you finish this one.
Learn the Inspiring Story of the Los Angeles Lakers' Legend Shaquille O'Neal! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or
Kindle device! In Shaquille O'Neal: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Centers, you will learn the inspirational
story of one of basketball's greatest centers, Shaquille O'Neal. Often nicknamed "Shaq" or "The Diesel", O'Neal left an indelible
mark on the center position. His incredible power and athleticism made him a practically unstoppable presence on both the
offensive and defensive ends of the basketball court. It's no surprise O'Neal concluded his career a four-time NBA Champion. He
was such a unique generational talent who could immediately change the course of a game. In this book, we'll learn more about
Shaq's journey into the NBA, his impact on the game, and his legacy as one of the best to ever play at the center position. Here is
a preview of what is inside this book: Childhood and Early Life High School Career College Career at LSU Shaq's Illustrious NBA
Career: From Starting in Orlando, Achieving a Three-Peat in LA, to Bringing Miami the Championship International Career PostRetirement Career Personal Life O'Neal's Impact and Legacy on Basketball An excerpt from the book: The NBA has had its share
of dominant players that could lord over defenders and push around grown men inside the paint with ease. As they say, the NBA is
a big man's league, and some of the best players the league has ever seen were among the greatest and most dominant men to
have ever set foot on a hard wood floor. And wherever those dominant players went, success would usually follow. One of the
NBA's pioneering dominant players was George Mikan, who played for what was then the Minneapolis Lakers back in the 50's. At
6'10" and 250 pounds, Mikan would not be considered one of the biggest players in today's era. But back then, he was already
among the largest in the league. Nobody could stop him in the paint on his way to five NBA titles. The first truly dominant player in
league history was Wilt Chamberlain. Standing above seven feet tall and weighing nearly 300 pounds of lean muscle mass, "Wilt
the Stilt" used his height and strength advantage to bully players down under the basket. Chamberlain was rumored to be so
strong that he could easily lift a man over 200 pounds using only one arm. He even once dunked the ball so hard that it broke an
opposing player's toe. All of this strength and size were vital for Wilt Chamberlain to score 100 points in a single game. He even
averaged over 50 points a game during one season while holding five of the top ten scoring averages in a single season. He was a
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man among boys back in the 60's era. Wilt would end up with two NBA titles, which he won during the twilight years of his career.
During the 80's and 90's, Karl Malone would use his bodybuilder strength and muscle to push opposing power forwards around
when he bulled his way to easy baskets inside the paint. Because of how well-conditioned and dominant of a player Malone was,
he was able to stay active until the age of 40. Eventually, Malone finished second in most points ever scored in a career. Sadly,
Malone was always the bridesmaid to Michael Jordan's bride as he would never win an NBA championship during his era. Tags:
Shaquille O'Neal Bio, Shaq basketball, Los Angeles Lakers basketball, Miami Heat basketball, Wilt Chamberlain, Michael Jordan,
LeBron James, Kobe Bryant, Magic Johnson, Charles Barkley, Dwight Howard, Tim Duncan, Kenny Smith, Ernie Johnson
Learn the Inspiring Story of the Boston Celtics' Legendary Center, Bill Russell! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or
Kindle device. Limited time offer: If you buy the print edition, you can keep the Kindle edition for yourself! In Bill Russell: The
Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Legendary Centers, you will learn the incredible story of one of basketball's greatest players
of all time, Bill Russell. In his thirteen-year career, Bill Russell accomplished what many NBA players today would dream of. He
was an eleven-time champion, twelve-time All-Star, and five-time Most Valuable Player. He won the MVP award so many times
that the league renamed the trophy after him in 2009! Even today, his accomplishments stand among the basketball elite in
pedigree. It'd be difficult to envision another player achieving the stat sheet that Bill Russell was able to when he played the game.
Pick up this unauthorized biography today to learn the inspiring story behind Bill Russell. Here is a preview of what is inside this
book: Childhood and Early Life High School and College Career Getting Drafted, Rookie Season, First NBA Championship First
MVP Season, the Calm Before the Dynasty The Dawn of a Dynasty, Wilt Chamberlain's Arrival, Dominating the NBA
Championship Meeting Wilt in the Finals, Winning Eight Straight Titles, The Playing Coach, Losing to Wilt, The End of the Streak
Return to the Top of the NBA, Bill Russell's Final Seasons, After Retirement Bill Russell's Personal Life Impact on Basketball
Legacy and Future An excerpt from the book: In the world of basketball or any other competitive sport for that matter, winning is
everything. More often than not, fans and history only remember those who have won. The world knows how to celebrate winners
by putting them at the apex when it comes to the greatest achievers in the history of basketball. After all, winning a championship
is the ultimate goal and the primary purpose of anyone playing the sport. In its long history, the NBA has seen its share of winners.
We have immortalized Michael Jordan as arguably the single greatest player in league history primarily because of his six
championships. Players such as Tim Duncan and Kobe Bryant belong in that category. And nobody could ever discredit what
Magic Johnson and Larry Bird, whose respective teams dominated the championship scene in the '80s, did as individual players
and winners. However, when it comes to winning, nothing in the history of the NBA or even basketball is as synonymous with
championships as Bill Russell's name. Bill Russell is the single most dominant player in all of basketball as far as winning
championships is concerned. With 11 championships under his belt, no other all-time great player has ever come close to his
accomplishments as a winner. Yes, even championships greats such as Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant, Tim Duncan, Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar, and Magic Johnson were never close to what Russell achieved concerning NBA titles. As the cornerstone of the
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Boston Celtics in the late '50s up to the '60s, Bill Russell can be considered that team's first true franchise star. While the Celtics
had Bob Cousy, it was Bill Russell's toughness as the franchise center that made that team one of the first dynasties in league
history. His toughness down in the middle and his nature as a leader was what paved the way for the Boston Celtics' success
during those years. Tags: Bill Russell Bio, Boston Celtics basketball, greatest basketball players of all time, wilt chamberlain,
hakeen olajuwon, kareem abdul-jabbar, larry bird, jerry west
TRIUMPH is an inspiring true-life story of a girl from a small town who became a world renowned legend. It begins in a time and
place where women had few options and sports were a man's world. As a child Kay loved playing basketball but like many young
women of that time she anticipated life as a teacher. Through the encouragement of her parents and principal, she changed her
expectations and raised the bar on what women could accomplish. Kay defied these limitations to become a successful Basketball
coach, a hall of fame inductee, and an Olympic gold coach. With her many successes there would be even bigger challenges. Her
fiercest opponent would become her ongoing battle with breast cancer. Coach Yow faced these trials head on with grace, dignity,
and her deep faith. Kay's love of people, her sense of humor, and her undying hope were contagious. She believed "When Life
Kicks You, Let it Kick You Forward." This story will inspire you, give hope to you and let you find the hidden hero within yourself.
A compendium of indispensable and inspiring quotes for people during any season of their lives…. The Most Inspiring Things Ever Said is a
compendium of human wisdom culled from the world’s most celebrated—and sometimes anonymous—minds. From business figures, coaches
and other sports figures, religious and spiritual leaders, educators, political leaders, and anyone who has ever inspired people, it is quite
simply the best collection of quotes to inspire readers to new heights of endeavor, or start someone off on the right foot, whether it’s along
the road less traveled or the more traditional path.
Fathers of Influence features men throughout history who have made a difference in the world or raised their children to have a powerful
impact on the world. Organized to present each father individually, this book contains the name, dates he lived, a Father of Influence Principle
that highlights the significant contribution the father made to the world or to his child's life, a Bible verse that complements the principle and a
short biographical sketch of his life. Also included is a "Famous Fathers of the Bible" section and a discussion on what it means to be a
Father of Influence. Features and Benefits Fathers will be inspired by true stories of how dads influenced their children. Fathers will be given
practical ways to improve their fathering skills. Fathers of Influence will make a great companion for Mothers of Influence.
The former basketball star speaks out on Bill Russell, race relations, the NBA, sex, women, Kareen Abdul-Jabbar, and many other hot topics.
Reprint.
Having coached one of the best basketball players to have ever played the game is a great accomplishment, but Cecil Mosenson has a
bigger story to tell. In It All Began with Wilt the reader gets to see the power of a coach, the power of a man, and the power of a friend. Armed
with the ability to coach and teach, Cecil worked his way through highly acclaimed and successful coaching positions, awards on every level,
administrative opportunities, and, ultimately, into the lives of countless teenagers. His kids still thank him for the impact that he had—in sports
and life. His inspiration now extends past the court into a wonderfully wrought memoir. Cecil Mosenson shares his life of coaching—starting
with Wilt. “I was talking to the other coach and the officials when I happened to glance at Wilt. He had adorned himself with a golf hat, a
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shimmering white silk scarf and dark sun glasses, I called him over and told him very directly...” (Adam) “Even through the anguish that my
father caused, I never wanted it to end. I loved every minute of it, even with the disappointments, the embarrassments, the endless valleys,
and that one peak that will live with me forever.” “As if by magic, all the fans stopped in their tracks, turned around, and started back into the
stands. It looked to me as if he were holding the Ten Commandments in one hand and the other hand was pointing upwards into the
heavens. He was the Charlton Heston of the basketball world.” “This is about the people Mosenson touched, and those who touched him. It
began with Wilt, but it hardly ended there.” ?Phil Jasner, Philadelphia Daily News NBA Sports Writer
For first-time authors or the seasoned pro, this is the absolutely essential how-to for getting publicity--totally updated and expanded. This
indispensable guide from a book publicity insider offers everything authors must know to assist their publishers in publicizing, marketing, and
promoting their books, including: Effective networking Defining a target readership Creating pitches for talk shows Getting media coverage
Utilizing the Internet and other outlets Preparing for interviews and tours Hiring an independent publicist With totally revised and updated
information, advice, and resources, the insiders all agree: “Read this book!—Ellen Levine, editorial director, Hearst Magazines.
'Geweldig boek. Zeldzaam inkijkje in de werkwijze van de invloedrijkste voetbalcoach van zijn generatie.' - Michiel de Hoog, De
Correspondent 'Guardiola in topvorm. Erg goed geschreven en interessant voor professionals, voetbalfans en zelfs voor hen die er niet van
houden.' - El Pais Met een voorwoord van Edwin Winkels Met instemming van Guardiola heeft Perarnau de Catalaanse coach, zijn staf en
zijn sterrenteam geschaduwd tijdens trainingen en wedstrijddagen. Hij maakte mee hoe Bayern, op weg naar de dubbel, het Duitse
puntenrecord in de competitie verpulverde, maar ook hoe ze werden vernederd door Real Madrid in de halve finale van de Champions
League. Perarnau is bij Guardiola wanneer alle grote clubs ter wereld naar zijn gunsten dingen tijdens zijn sabbatical in New York. Guardiola
vertelt openhartig en in detail over de radicale en tactische veranderingen gedurende het seizoen. Perarnau heeft exclusieve en fascinerende
gesprekken met bepalende spelers als Arjen Robben, Manuel Neuer, Philipp Lahm, Thiago Alcantara en Bastian Schweinsteiger. Maar Herr
Pep is meer dan het verslag van een seizoen, het is bovenal een uniek en indrukwekkend portret van een van de grootste voetbalcoaches
ooit. Guardiola vertelt over zijn carrière als speler, zijn leermeesters Cruijff en Van Gaal, de succesjaren bij Barcelona, Messi, zijn obsessie
voor de details, zijn onverzettelijke zoektocht naar perfectie en wat hem uiteindelijk voor Bayern München heeft doen kiezen. Een must voor
elke voetbalfan!
New York City sports history, like the city itself, is noisy, confident, and endlessly fascinating. This is the city where Joe Louis struck a blow
against the Nazis, where major league baseball was integrated, and where marathons and professional tennis came into their own. The 100
Greatest Days in New York Sports, Updated Edition, recounts New York’s greatest sporting moments, from Jackie Robinson integrating
baseball to the Ali-Frazier fight to the New York Giants stunning the New England Patriots in Super Bowl XLII. It covers dramatic sporting
events involving the likes of Babe Ruth, Muhammad Ali, Serena Williams, Reggie Jackson, Dr. J, Joe Namath, and many more. This updated
edition features a new, chronological approach to highlight the remarkable history and development of sports in the city and the nation. It also
includes many new moments, an updated ranking, and a single list that incorporates events that took place outside the city but involved New
York teams. Pick a sport—baseball, football, basketball, boxing, tennis—and in every case New York has had front-row seats for the sport’s
major developments and most memorable events. The 100 Greatest Days in New York Sports illuminates how important sports are to the life
of New York and the city’s preeminent place in American sports history. It’s about all the “firsts” that occurred here, the many titles that
have been won, and all the drama in between.
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On New Year's Eve, in 1929, as the Great Depression and Prohibition cast a shadow over America, a spirited young Philadelphian
kissed his Cinderella at midnight. Joe Cherry was 20. Mary Mitnick, the belle of South Philadelphia, was 17. That kiss between the
author's parents ignited a remarkable love story, the subject of Cherry Delight. Starting married life with little but grit and
determination, Joe and Mary survived the Great Depression and World War II. In post-war America, they thrived: Joe built
successful food businesses-among them the business that created the iconic Slim Jim; Mary filled the family with good food
(Jewish and American) and good values. Generous and big hearted, they shared their success and love, enriching many lives
around them-none more than the author's. Robert Cherry, the acclaimed biographer of Wilt Chamberlain, spent three years writing
his own parents' inspiring story, gathering material from government and synagogue archives in the Ukraine, his father's diaries,
family letters, and interviews with friends and relatives. (And even if, unlike Wilt, the author's parents never led the NBA in
rebounding or scoring, they are well worth reading about and spending time with.) However, this book is more than a memoir. It is
a tribute to the Greatest Generation, a chronicle of courage, devotion and mettle. Yet the story also includes the dark days that
inevitably intrude on even the sunniest of lives. Beginning in the Russian Empire and unfolding in Philadelphia, this narrative spans
the late nineteenth century to the first decade of the twenty-first. The story of one family, in truth it is a story that will resonate with
anyone whose ancestors built a life in America. Or who just enjoys a well-told tale. Come meet Joe and his beloved Mary-a Cherry
Delight.
Wilt Chamberlain: the Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Players
Learn the Inspiring Story of the Utah Jazz's Star Center Rudy Gobert! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device!
In Rudy Gobert: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Rising Star Centers, you'll learn the incredible story of one of
basketball's centers, Rudy Gobert. In the last few years, Gobert has quickly emerged as a prominent big man in the league due to
the significant impact he brings to the defensive end of the floor. At the time of this writing, Gobert is just twenty-five years old, with
many more years to go in his career. Don't be surprised if at the end of his career we are calling Gobert one of the best French
players to ever play the game. With Gordon Hayward having left the Utah Jazz franchise for the Boston Celtics in the summer of
2017, it will be exciting to see how Gobert rises to the occasion of being one of the key leaders for the Jazz. If you're a fan of Rudy
Gobert, don't delay in picking up this book. Start learning his inspiring story today. Here's a preview of what you'll read about:
Childhood and Early Life Cholet Basket Career NBA Career Getting Drafted Rookie Season The Rise of the French Rejection A
Tower Reaching Stardom, First Playoff Appearance International Career Rudy Gobert's Personal Life Gobert's Impact on
Basketball and Legacy An excerpt from the book: What was once a vital and universal piece for an NBA championship team has
now become a rarity in today's brand of basketball. Gigantic shot-blocking centers once ruled the NBA hardwood floor, much like
how dinosaurs once dominated the face of the earth. Back when the game relied on inside baskets and post play, the shotblocking center was the most important defensive aspect of a contending team. The defensive-minded center traces its roots back
to the 60's when Bill Russell won two handfuls of titles for the Boston Celtics, not on the strength of his offense, but by anchoring
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the team's inside defense. In an era where the perimeter shot was seldom used, and the three-point line was yet to be instituted,
everyone wanted to get to the paint as much as possible. But Russell was always there to protect the basket for the Boston
Celtics, who formed a dynasty in the 60's. Russell's rival, Wilt Chamberlain, was also just as great of a shot-blocker as he was
back in that era. As years went by, several defensive shot-blocking centers inherited the mantle that Bill Russell once wore. The
next great center, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, may be known for his all-time great offense, but he was also a good paint protector
himself during his prime in the 70's and early 80's. By the 80's and 90's, Hakeem Olajuwon and David Robinson dominated the
league with their two-way skills. They were not only great offensive players but were even more valuable on the defensive end.
They would win a combined three Defensive Player of the Year awards. Tags: rudy gobert bio, rudy gobert basketball, utah jazz
basketball, steven adams, deandre jordan, gordon hayward, rodney hood, boris diaw, dante exum, derrick favors, karl malone,
john stockton
The University of Kansas's men's basketball team is one of the oldest and most successful in the history of college basketball; the
very inventor of the sport, Dr. James Naismith, was KU's first coach. Its long and illustrious history began in 1898 and includes
some of the biggest names in the game, from legends like Wilt Chamberlain to "secret weapons" like Andrea Hudy, the only
female strength and conditioning coach in the division. Longtime Jayhawk enthusiast Kenn Johnson offers up a unique and indepth look at the players, coaches and other personalities who helped make the University of Kansas basketball program the
unparalleled tradition it is today.
The inspirational true story of the first African American to play college basketball in the deeply segregated Southeastern
Conference--a powerful moment in Black history. Perry Wallace was born at an historic crossroads in U.S. history. He entered
kindergarten the year that the Brown v. Board of Education decision led to integrated schools, allowing blacks and whites to learn
side by side. A week after Martin Luther King Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" speech, Wallace enrolled in high school and his sensational
jumping, dunking, and rebounding abilities quickly earned him the attention of college basketball recruiters from top schools across
the nation. In his senior year his Pearl High School basketball team won Tennessee's first racially-integrated state tournament.
The world seemed to be opening up at just the right time, and when Vanderbilt University recruited Wallace to play basketball, he
courageously accepted the assignment to desegregate the Southeastern Conference. The hateful experiences he would endure
on campus and in the hostile gymnasiums of the Deep South turned out to be the stuff of nightmares. Yet Wallace persisted,
endured, and met this unthinkable challenge head on. This insightful biography digs deep beneath the surface to reveal a
complicated, profound, and inspiring story of an athlete turned civil rights trailblazer. Praise for Strong Inside ? "This moving
biography is thought-provoking, riveting and heart-wrenching, though it remains hopeful as it takes readers into the midst of the
basketball and civil rights action."—Booklist, STARRED review "This portrait of the fortitude of a young athlete will make a huge
impact on teens and is guaranteed to spark serious discussion."—School Library Journal “Even if you’re not a history buff, this
important story is worth your time.”—Sports Illustrated Kids "A fascinating, very personal account of the effect that the civil rights
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movement had on one individual. . . a must purchase for any middle school or high school library."—Miss Yingling Reads
This title features the most influential people to ever play the game, including Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, Michael Jordan, and Candace
Parker.
Adolescence can be best summarized as a time of authenticity, passion, and advocacy. As adolescents start maturing, on a life
journey that leads them away from dependence on their parents to becoming an independent adult, they often seek out honest
and transparent mentors to learn from and trust for wisdom and guidance. Although Thomas Merton, the celebrated spiritual
author and Cistercian monk, is better remembered for his writings on ecumenism, nonviolence, and advocacy, he also had several
documented correspondences with adolescents throughout his life. By examining these artifacts, it is clear that Thomas Merton
had great insight into the spiritual needs and challenges of adolescents. Throughout his life, Merton’s authentic struggles often
parallel the searching nature that defines adolescent spirituality. Through scholarship and practice this book will explore how the
life and writings of Thomas Merton may serve as a guide and bridge for ministers of adolescents, and will offer some practical
suggestions for minsters, educators, and parents on topics affecting contemporary adolescents, through the lens of Thomas
Merton’s life and writings.
Politieke en wijsgerige beschouwing over rechtvaardigheid: het hoofdwerk van de Amerikaanse rechtsfilosoof (1921-2002).
Learn the Inspiring Story of the Boston Celtics' Star Gordon Hayward! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device!
In Gordon Hayward: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Star Forwards, you'll learn the inspirational story of one of
basketball's premier forwards, Gordon Hayward. Few would have expected when he was selected with the 9th overall pick in the
2010 NBA Draft that Gordon Hayward would become as influential of a player as he is today. For seven years, he played on the
Utah Jazz and helped the franchise return to prominence after it had spent years looking from the outside in during the playoffs.
Hayward's ascent in the league actualized in 2017 when he was selected for his first All-Star game. In the 2017 offseason,
Hayward decided it was time to reconnect with his old college coach, Brad Stevens. He signed a four-year, $128 million contract to
join the Celtics to play alongside Al Horford and Kyrie Irving. It will be exciting to see how Hayward continues to mature in the
years to come. This work details everything up until the start of the 2017-2018 NBA season for the career of Gordon Hayward. If
you're a fan of Gordon Hayward, don't delay in picking up this book. Start learning his inspiring story today. Here's a preview of
what you'll read about: Childhood and Early Life High School Career College Career at Butler Gordon Hayward's NBA Career
Getting Drafted Rookie Season The Steady Rise of Gordon Hayward Breaking Out All-Star Status, Final Season in Utah The
Move to Boston Gordon Hayward's Personal Life Hayward's Impact on Basketball and Legacy An excerpt from the book: The
game of basketball is always a learning process. Nobody in this world is born an expert in the sport, or even someone who has
mastered certain skills one way or another. Every superstar and all-time great has gone through periods of learning, training, and
developing to become who they are today and who they are in the history of basketball. However, the pace may be somewhat
different. While it is true that superstars and all-time greats have had to undergo the same process that every basketball player
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has had to go through to become better, there are some who seem like they were born to it. That is where genetics come into play.
Though nobody is born a superstar in basketball, some were brought into this world with the pedigree and genetic makeup that
would someday make them greats in the game with the proper training, coaching, and development. The physical aspect is what is
initially looked at when it comes to telling how much of a potential a basketball player has. He might be an athletic freak of nature
like Wilt Chamberlain, Shaquille O'Neal, and LeBron James are. And some may be genetic miracles because of their size, length,
and athleticism. Players such as Giannis Antetokounmpo and Kristaps Porzingis might come to mind. Oftentimes, a player's
destiny as a future star could also be a legacy carried on from one generation to one another. Players that have had parents as
basketball players and NBA professionals often have the genetics to someday follow in the footsteps of their forebears. Those that
come to mind are Kobe Bryant, Klay Thompson, and Stephen Curry, among others. Such players seemed to have been born with
the talent to one day become as great as their fathers or mothers but only through work ethic did they achieve the heights that they
reached. Tags: gordon hayward bio, gordon hayward basketball, boston celtics basketball, rudy gobert, kyrie irving, isaiah thomas,
al horford, derrick favors, jae crowder, jaylen brown, butler basketball, brad stevens
Learn the Inspiring Story of the Philadelphia 76ers' Star Center Joel Embiid! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle
device. Limited time offer: If you buy the print edition, you can keep the Kindle edition for yourself! In Joel Embiid: The Inspiring
Story of One of Basketball's Star Centers, you will learn the incredible story of one of basketball's future greats, Joel Embiid. As
the third overall pick in the 2014 Draft, Joel Embiid has emerged as one of the top centers to play in the modern league due to his
ability to do close to everything. Whether it's rebounding, blocking shots or making three pointers, Joel Embiid is close to the total
package when it comes to finding a franchise player. It is incredibly difficult and rare to find a big man with the unique skillset that
Embiid possesses. In the 2017-2018 season, the 76ers shocked many as they not only returned to the playoffs, but also quickly
became favorites to make a deep run. While they were ultimately thwarted by the Boston Celtics, an impression was clearly made
among players and coaches in the league that the 76ers were finally ready to reestablish themselves as dominant forces in the
Eastern Conference. Just twenty-four years old at the time of this writing, it'll be exciting to follow Embiid's journey as he continues
to grow in the years to come. Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Childhood and Early Life High School Career in the
United States Getting Drafted, The Two-Year Absence, First All-Star Season Embiid's Personal Life Impact on Basketball Legacy
and Future An excerpt from the book: Throughout the history of the NBA, the league has seen its share of great centers. As many
successful championship teams have proven, the center position is one of the most vital roles in the NBA. From George Mikan, Bill
Russell, and Wilt Chamberlain all the way to Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Shaquille O'Neal, these centers have defined what it is to
be great in the NBA. While there may have been great centers that have dominated the league, nobody could claim to be more
complete than the Houston Rockets' legendary Hakeem Olajuwon. With his seven-foot, 250-pound frame, Olajuwon had size and
strength. However, it was his overall skill level that got him the two championship trophies and MVP award he rightfully won. He
was a nimble center despite being so massive. He had the grace of a ballet dancer and the footwork of a boxer whenever he went
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for his patented post moves. He could also drain jump shots, dribble all the way to the basket, and pass the ball whenever he saw
open teammates. On top of all that, Hakeem Olajuwon was a great defender and leads the NBA in career blocks. As time passed
and the center position diminished concerning skill and purpose in the NBA, many came to realize that we may never again see
the likes of Hakeem Olajuwon or even other great pivot players. The NBA has transitioned into a positionless style that now
focuses more on ball movement, spacing, and three-point shooting. Because of this, centers have been reduced to shot-blockers,
rebounders, and targets for drop and lob passes. However, this transition also gave rise to skilled big men. Because the NBA now
puts more emphasis on ball movement and shooting, centers learned how to pass, dribble, and shoot the ball like guards do. This
led to the rise of versatile centers that could do it all. And among all of those centers, no other player resembles the skill level of
Hakeem Olajuwon more than Joel Embiid. Tags: Joell Embiid Bio, 76ers basketball, ben simmons, kevin love, jahlil okafor, dario
saric, nerlens noel, lebron james, markelle fultz, brett brown, giannis antetokounmpo
Learn the Incredible Story of the Basketball Legend Pete Maravich! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device! In
Pete Maravich: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Most Skilled Ball-Handlers, you will learn the inspirational story of one of
basketball's greatest point guards, Pete Maravich. While we are blessed in today's game to observe the remarkable play of point
guards such as Stephen Curry and Chris Paul, Pistol Pete was one of the first point guards to display many of the key ballhandling skills that we observe on a nightly basis in the game today. A legend in his own right, his story is one persistence and
hard work in order to achieve great things. When you learn Pete Maravich's story, it comes as no surprise why he was one of the
youngest players to ever be inducted into the Hall of Fame. In 1996, he was named one of the fifty greatest players in NBA history
due to his remarkable creativity on the court. In this book, we'll learn his story. Here is a preview of what is inside this book:
Childhood and Early Life High School Career College Career and NCAA Legacy Maravich's NBA Career Getting Drafted Rookie
Season Back-to-Back All-Star Seasons Trade to the New Orleans Jazz Scoring Champion Season Knee Injuries and Final All-Star
Season Relocation to Utah, Getting Waived Joining the Boston Celtics, The Final Stretch Retirement Life After Basketball Pete
Maravich's Personal Life Legacy, Influence, and Contribution to the Game of Basketball An excerpt from the book: The NBA game
today has become a spectacle filled with players with the flashy style and theatrics that wow millions of fans worldwide. Plays such
as the behind-the-back dribble, the no-look pass, the between-the-legs dribble, and many other flashy moves are all crowd
favorites. But basketball fans today forget the fact that there was one player who exclusively made the stylish brand of basketball
his trademark on the court. That basketball legend went by the name of Pete Maravich, better known as "Pistol Pete" because of
his penchant for shooting the basketball from the side like an old Western cowboy would shoot his revolver from the side. We've all
seen so many players do the flashiest of moves on the court that it's not a novelty in the NBA anymore. No-look passes have been
the trademark moves of Magic Johnson, Steve Nash, and Chris Paul. They did it at such a high level that they were among the
best point guards or their generations. Furthermore, the behind-the-back pass is such a staple for Stephen Curry and Ricky Rubio
that they do it at least once or twice a game. While those kinds of plays are always a joy to see, they are no longer a rare
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spectacle in the NBA. But in Pete Maravich's days, he was the only guy who performed these flashy moves on the court. Pistol
Pete became a crowd favorite and people flocked night in and night out to see his moves. He was probably the first basketball
great to 'bring the playground and freewheeling moves to the NBA and he was a pioneer of today's brand of basketball. Plus, he
always played with great flowing hair that became his trademark do on the floor. Tags: pete maravich bio, pete maravich
basketball, oscar robertson, jerry west, larry bird, wilt chamberlain, julius erving, dr. j, john stockton, jason williams, stephen curry,
steve nash, chris paul
A Far-From-Average Sports Book for the Average Joe Go beyond the 24/7 online highlights and celebrate the hilarious humor and
heartwarming heroics of the sports world in this all-star collection of trivia, quotes, and anecdotes. For example... Did You Know?
The Chicago Bears were originally known as the Staleys before being moved from Decatur, Illinois. The Decatur Staleys, as the
team was known, was the pride of the city that holds the motto, "The Soybean Capital of the World." Houston Astros infielder Julio
Gotay played every game with a cheese sandwich in his back pocket. Others had less cheesy items in their back pockets. Pitcher
Sean Burnett had a poker chip in his, while pitcher Al Holland opted for a two-dollar bill. While accepting his NBA MVP award in
2014, basketball star Kevin Durant focused his remarks on his mother, Wanda Pratt. "The odds were stacked against us, a single
parent with two boys by the time you were 21 years old," Durant said. "You made us believe, you kept us off the street, put clothes
on our backs, food on the table. When you didn't eat, you made sure we ate. You went to sleep hungry; you sacrificed for us.
You're the real MVP." Packed with incredible facts, quirky moments, and heart-warming stories, The Average Joe's Super Sports
Almanac will delight fans of all ages and makes a great gift for the sports buff in your life - whether superfan or average Joe.
Chicken Soup for the Golfer's Soul is a perfect gift for any golfing enthusiast, whether their drives land in the sand or on the green.
This inspiring collection of stories from professionals, caddies and amateur golfers shares the memorable moments of the game.
"It wasn't a team. It was a tent revival." So says Pat Summitt, the legendary coach whose Tennessee Lady Vols entered the
1997-98 season aiming for an almost unprecedented "three-peat" of NCAA championships. Raise the Roof takes you right inside
the locker room of her amazing team, whose inspired mixture of gifted freshmen and seasoned stars produced a standard of play
that would change the game of women's basketball forever. The 1997-98 season started innocently enough. One Saturday in
August, four young freshmen--Semeka Randall, Tamika Catchings, Ace Clement and Teresa Geter--arrived on the Tennessee
campus to begin their college careers. Welcoming them were a number of players from the previous year, including Chamique
Holdsclaw and Kellie Jolly. But that night, in a sign of things to come, a simple pickup game turned into an amazing display of
basketball brilliance--freshmen against established players, and with barely a shot missed by either side. Suddenly Pat Summitt
glimpsed the future: fast, aggressive and hugely talented. This might be the team she'd worked her whole career to coach. As the
season got under way, other dramas unfolded. After one emotional team meeting, Summitt realized that many on the team were
playing for something more than just the glory of the game: all four freshmen, for example, came from single-parent homes, and
the tough circumstances of the majority of the other players seemed to add an extra edge to their desire to win it all. Further,
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Chamique Holdsclaw, widely regarded as the greatest female player ever, was being dogged by questions about turning pro--and
she seemed reluctant to rule it out. Meanwhile, another member of the team began to notice the unwelcome attentions of a fan,
who soon turned out to be a full-fledged stalker. All this was behind the scenes; out on the court, the win column was swelling with
every game: 8-0, 15-0, 21-0. As 1997 turned into 1998, Pat Summitt began privately to admit that this team had changed her:
these kids were so lovable, funny and eager to please that she simply had to let them into her heart. Along the way, the Lady Vols
were redefining what women were capable of, trading in old definitions of femininity for new ones--in short, they were keeping
score. And by the time they entered the NCAA Final Four tournament in Kansas City, Summitt found herself believing the
impossible: despite all the distractions, the 1997-98 Lady Vols could go undefeated, and, in doing so, raise the roof off the sport of
women's basketball. Packed with the excitement of a season on the brink of perfection and filled with the comedy and tragedy of
one year in the life of a basketball team, Raise the Roof will have readers cheering from the bench for a team of all-conquering
players and their astonishing coach.

Profiles notable African Americans from abolitionists and activists to popular artists and politicians.
Learn the Inspiring Story of the New Jersey Nets' Point Guard Jeremy Lin! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or
Kindle device. Limited time offer: If you buy the print edition, you can keep the Kindle edition for yourself! In Jeremy Lin:
The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Underdog Stories, you will learn the inspirational story of one of
basketball's grittiest point guards, Jeremy Lin. Once left with few options than sleeping on a teammate's couch, Jeremy
Lin has had an incredible journey to get to where he is today as a highly capable starting point guard. Most known for his
impressive performance in February through March of 2012, Jeremy Lin has since solidified himself as a top point guard
in the league. Despite his successes, Jeremy Lin remains incredibly humble and a role model for aspiring basketball
players around the world. He has become a global icon, especially within the Asian American community. In this
unauthorized biography, you'll learn the story of what makes Jeremy so great and why it should be no surprise why he is
successful today. Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Childhood and Early Life High School and College Career
Getting Drafted, Detour to the NBA, Rookie Season, The Birth of Linsanity, Skyrocketing with the Rockets The Short Stop
in Los Angeles, Linsanity to Charlotte, The Injury Years in Brooklyn Personal Life Impact on Basketball Legacy and
Future An excerpt from the book: What makes the world of professional sports beautiful is that everyone goes through a
unique journey towards relevance and stardom. The path towards the life of a professional athlete, particularly in the
NBA, takes many forms and shapes. Others have had it easy since they were young. Some showed potential early on
but could not live up to it. And there are even some that never showed any hint of greatness within them but would
eventually turn out to be better than advertised. Because journeys differ, not everyone gets to experience the full-frontal
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media-exposed life towards stardom that heralded basketball stars such as Wilt Chamberlain, Shaquille O'Neal, and
LeBron James had ever since they showed potential for stardom at an early age. Similarly, not everyone goes through
the process of long-term development that late-blooming players such as Jimmy Butler, Giannis Antetokounmpo, and
Draymond Green have had to undergo. But there are those types of journeys that are as rare as they come. One case in
point was how Jeremy Lin was able to make a name for himself in the NBA when the rest of the league thought he was
merely a novelty player. Born in the United States to Taiwanese parents, Jeremy Lin is as Asian as they come, but grew
up as an American. With that in mind, Lin was practically a basketball ambassador for Asia, where more than half of the
world's population resides. His Taiwanese roots made him a similar player to that of Yao Ming because of how they
bridged America with the Asian market. However, what made him more unique was that he was raised in an American
setting whereas some of the other international ambassadors of the NBA grew up in their respective home countries.
Because of this, Lin became the very first American of Chinese or Taiwanese descent that made it as far as the NBA.
Tags: Jeremy Lin Bio, Jeremy Lin basketball, Kobe Bryant, Yao Ming, D'Angelo Russell, James Harden, Brook Lopez,
Stephen Curry, Carmelo Anthony, Asian American basketball players, Taiwan basketball, Linsanity
"In Kevin Durant: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Small Forwards, you'll read about the inspirational
story of basketball's star, Kevin Durant. Kevin Durant started his career as the face of the Thunder dynasty upon entering
the league in 2007 as the second overall pick. After a nine-year stint with the Thunder, Durant opted to sign with the
Golden State Warriors in the 2016 offseason. Reflecting back on Durant's time in OKC, the team came a long way,
becoming one of the perennial Western Conference contenders during his tenure. Playing alongside athletic and talented
players like Russell Westbrook, James Harden, Serge Ibaka, and Reggie Jackson, Durant had the opportunity to lead the
Thunder to several deep playoff runs behind the helm of Coach Scott Brooks. While he did not win a championship with
the Thunder, Durant accomplished quite a bit with Russell Westbrook in his nine years in OKC. Time will tell what he will
be able to accomplish with Stephen Curry, Klay Thompson, and Draymond Green in Golden State. In this book, you’ll
learn about Kevin’s incredible story to the NBA. Kevin Durant has had an incredible basketball career playing in the
National Basketball Association. In this short book, we will learn about how Kevin became the star MVP small forward
that he is today. Starting first with his childhood and early life, we'll learn about Kevin Durant prior to entering the NBA,
his time in the NBA, along with his impact on Oklahoma City"--P. [4] of cover.
Mine is a basketball story unlike any other. It is an inspiring and heart breaking story about love, truimphs,
disappointmnets and resilency. It is about a young girl from Philadelphia who fell in love with basketball and had a vision.
She shattered the basketball record books, bruised many egos and seized the country's consciousness. It is a true story
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about how Linda " Hawkeye" Page scored 100 pointss in a high school basketball game to break Wilt Chamberlain's high
school records and become the #1 recruit in the nation. It talks about how she perservered at N.C. State playing for Kay
Yow and how her unwavering determination and faith in God enabled her to lead the Atlantic Coast Conference in
scoring three seasons straight to become an ACC Legend.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Brady vs. Manning and dean of football writers - a book that explores the
many interesting facets to NFL quarterbacks and their relationships with their fathers. Tom Brady's father is an estate
planner. Jim Harbaugh's father had a long career as a college coach. Archie Manning played fourteen years in the NFL
and never made the playoffs, but his sons Peyton and Eli won a combined four Super Bowls. Joe Montana is considered
by many to be the greatest quarterback of all time, but his two sons bounced around college football with limited success.
Jameis Winston's father supported his family working overnight highway construction in Alabama. Derek Carr's father
moved the family to Houston after Derek's older brother, David, was drafted by the Texans. My First Coach goes behind
the scenes to explore the unique relationship between these and other quarterbacks and their fathers, as well as
investigate various approaches to parenting through their stories. Can young athletes overcome helicopter parents? How
did the kids with NFL aspirations deal with their fathers who'd already made it? What kind of pressure did they have to
overcome? What kind of pressure did the father who succeeded put on his son to be an athlete? Would the expectations
be lower and the results greater if the father was an attorney or doctor? Was it better for the fathers to be overbearing, or
borderline disinterested? My First Coach tells the compelling, real-life stories of some of the country's most famous
quarterbacks and how they took advantage of or overcame their relationships with their fathers.
Learn the Incredible Story of the New Orleans Pelicans Star Center, DeMarcus Cousins! Read on your PC, Mac,
smartphone, tablet or Kindle device. This holiday season, if you buy the print edition as a gift, you can keep the Kindle
edition for yourself! In DeMarcus Cousins: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Top Centers, you'll read about the
inspirational story of basketball's star, DeMarcus Cousins. Since entering the league as the 5th overall pick in the 2010
NBA Draft, DeMarcus Cousins has made quite the name for himself as a premier big man. After spending nearly seven
years as the face of the Sacramento Kings franchise, DeMarcus was given a fresh start mid-way through the 2016-2017
season as he was traded to the New Orleans Pelicans to play alongside fellow star, Anthony Davis. There is still much
basketball to be played out in DeMarcus' career. It will be exciting to continue to watch DeMarcus mature over time with
Davis. If you're interested in learning the incredible story of how DeMarcus became the player he is today, pick up a copy
of this book today Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Early Life and Childhood High School Years College
Years at the University of Kentucky DeMarcus' NBA Career Getting Drafted, Rookie Season, Westphal's Ouster, the
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Double-Double Machine The Rise to Stardom, Cousins the All-Star, Final Year in Sacramento The Move to the Big Easy,
Flying High with the Pelicans International Career Cousins' Personal Life Cousins' Impact on Basketball and Beyond
DeMarcus Cousins' Legacy and Future An excerpt from the book: Has the world ever seen a complete NBA center? That
is one of the most challenging questions to answer in the lore of NBA basketball. The league has seen its share of
complete point guards, shooting guards, small forwards, and power forwards that could all shoot, rebound, make plays,
and defend at elite levels. And especially in today's NBA era where skill matters most in a pace-and-space style of play.
But somehow, complete centers are somewhat rare in the league. It is no secret that dominant and skilled centers have
come and gone in the history of the NBA. Wilt Chamberlain and Shaquille O'Neal were both unstoppable athletic giants
inside the paint. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Hakeem Olajuwon would leave their defenders scratching their heads
because of the array of post moves they brought to the game. Meanwhile, David Robinson's and Dwight Howard's
superior mobility have helped them become dominant centers on both ends of the floor. However, as far as all-around
skills are concerned, those centers were far from being complete. We have seen centers that are unstoppable near the
basket. There are also those that can spin heads with their post moves and superior athletic mobility. Some centers
thrive by stretching the floor because of their three-point shooting. Others only care about doing their job at the defensive
end by blocking shots and grabbing rebounds. There are even rare centers that could play the point from the post.
However, you rarely see centers that could do all of those things at a high level. Tags: DeMarcus Cousins, New Orleans
Pelicans, Sacramento Kings, University of Kentucky Basketball, Dwight Howard, Kemba Walker, Anthony Davis, Kevin
Durant, Karl-Anthony Towns, Paul George
Learn the Inspiring Story of the Charlotte Hornets' Star Point Guard Kemba Walker! Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone,
tablet or Kindle device! In Kemba Walker: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Most Explosive Point Guards, you
will learn the inspirational story of one of basketball's most dynamic point guards, Kemba Walker. Since entering the
league in 2011, Walker has become the face of the Charlotte Hornets franchise. Walker has evolved his game every
single year to become one of the most lethal scorers in the game today. Statistically, he has improved his field goal
percentages to mark that of an elite point guard. It's hard to believe that just a few seasons ago, Walker struggled from
behind the three-point arc. That's no longer the case and his statistical improvements are simply a mark of his dedication
to the game. In this book, we'll learn more about Kemba Walker's journey into the NBA, his impact on the game, and his
growing legacy as one of the best offensive point guards to grace the courts in the modern era of basketball. Here is a
preview of what is inside this book: Childhood and Early Life High School Career Walker's College Career at UConn:
Spitfire Freshman, Sophomore Season, and the Miracle Run in Junior Year NBA Career Walker's Rise to Alpha Status
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Kemba's Personal LIfe Walker's Impact, Legacy, and Future An excerpt from the book: NBA eras are defined by the
players and positions that dominate the landscape during those days. Centers and big men dominated the early years of
the NBA with mountains such as Bill Russell, Wilt Chamberlain, and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar becoming the staple names
back in the 60's and 70's. The 80's had its share of centers that dominated the league, but the highlight of those days
were perimeter players such as Michael Jordan, Magic Johnson, and Larry Bird. While the 90's also relied mostly on
centers such as Shaquille O'Neal, David Robinson, and Patrick Ewing, among others, the earlier part of the new
millennium saw the birth of the NBA's reliance on versatile forwards such as Dirk Nowitzki, Kevin Garnett, Tim Duncan,
and LeBron James. The NBA had only a few elite guards during that era. But there has been a drastic change since the
late 2000's up to today's modern NBA era. The league has tended towards relying mostly on point guards, but not for
their ability to run plays or to make passes. This was not the time when teams relied on excellent passers such as Magic
Johnson, Steve Nash, and Jason Kidd to make life easier for scorers waiting in the wings. This is an era where teams
rely on point guards to do nearly everything-scoring, passing, and leading. The NBA trend of relying on point guards
started when Chris Paul was leading the New Orleans Hornets in virtually every category back in the late 2000's. Then
came the time when Derrick Rose and Russell Westbrook broke onto the scene to wow crowds and fellow players alike
with their jaw-dropping athletic abilities and with their penchant for doing everything on the floor. Rose would become the
youngest MVP in league history, but has since been marred by injuries. Meanwhile, Russell Westbrook has transformed
into a walking triple-double machine. Tags: Kemba Walker Bio, Kemba Walker basketball, Charlotte Bobcats basketball,
Charlotte Hornets Basketball, Nicolas Batum, Michael Kidd-Gilchrist, Cody Zeller, Jeremy Lamb, Al Jefferson, Isaiah
Thomas, John Wall, Kyrie Irving
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